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We all play a role in building strong systems for Colorado’s children and families. 
Developing and sustaining a comprehensive early childhood system with children and 
families at the center is not an easy task, and no one individual, organization or agency can 
do it alone. But together, our collective efforts can ensure Colorado children and families 
thrive. 
 
The Early Childhood Colorado Partnership includes more than 800 network members 
across the state who are working to ensure Colorado’s children are valued, healthy and 
thriving. The Partnership creates the space for those members to connect and work together. 
 
The power of the network is dependent upon cross-sector collaboration, leveraging 
knowledge and resources, and aligning efforts. Whether you attend full networking events, 
contribute to Our Voice newsletter, or lend your voice at an event, we invite you to be 
involved.  
 
Learn more at: www.earlychildhoodcoloradopartnership.org 

Questions about this report? Email earlychildhood@civiccanopy.org 

http://www.earlychildhoodcoloradopartnership.org
mailto:earlychildhood@civiccanopy.org
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Since 2011, the Early Childhood Colorado Partnership (ECCP) has supported a Data Action Team1 composed of 25 cross-
sector organizations invested in the quality and utility of statewide data, as well as shared accountability and measurement 
for improving child and family outcomes. Partners include data experts from key state and local agencies supporting children 
and families. While the Data Action Team is one of several early childhood data efforts in Colorado, it brings particular value 
through cross-sector collaboration, as well as the connection to a broad network of partners.  
  
The ECCP Shared Data Agenda 2  (Data Agenda) was collaboratively developed by partners on this team between November 
2015 and January 2017 in order to drive shared measurement and collective impact on early childhood measures in 
alignment with the Early Childhood Colorado Framework3  (the Framework). The Framework is a shared vision for Colorado’s 
young children and their families. It is embraced widely by early childhood partners and stakeholders, often guiding goals and 
activities.  
 
The Data Agenda is one of several data resources in Colorado and should be considered one tool in supporting early 
childhood efforts and outcomes.  

This report is as much about the process of identifying indicators and coordinating data tracking 
across agencies as it is about the data themselves. It is a celebration of collaborative data 
coordination efforts and an invitation to apply both indicators and collaborative measurement 
approaches to current early childhood efforts in Colorado. Specifically, this report has been 
developed for three purposes: 

1
 http://eccp.civiccanopy.org/about/action-teams/data-action-team/ 

2 
http://eccp.civiccanopy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Data-Agenda-2017.pdf 

3 
http://earlychildhoodframework.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/ECLC-FRMWRK-062415-LORES.pdf  

1. Share the results and process through which the Data Agenda was developed. 

2. Prompt new and progressive conversations about early childhood data. 

3. Provide initial technical assistance on how to access and use the data. 

As you review the report, consider the value of both the process and the data for your community 
and population. Some guiding questions include: 

 How can a shared set of indicators help early childhood partners improve outcomes for children 

and families in Colorado? 

 How does the process of identifying shared indicators apply to your efforts? 

 Are there results or indicators on the Shared Data Agenda that you impact with your work? 

 Are there other, local indicators that you could access that would better measure your collaborative 

work? 

http://eccp.civiccanopy.org/about/action-teams/data-action-team/
http://eccp.civiccanopy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Data-Agenda-2017.pdf
http://earlychildhoodframework.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/ECLC-FRMWRK-062415-LORES.pdf
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Indicators with data available at the local level were prioritized so that 
network partners could utilize the Data Agenda, if desired. (note: see 
more about the limitations of local level data on page 8) 

 

Since 2013, the ECCP has used Results Based 
Accountability4 (RBA) as its data-driven approach 
to continuous quality improvement. The RBA 
approach includes two layers of accountability, 
allowing for accountability to be tied to results for 
whole populations and the performance level for 
initiatives and organizations. The Data Action 
Team identified an additional layer of 
accountability—systems performance—which 
helped bridge the indicators that did not neatly fit 
into either layer of accountability as outlined in the 
RBA framework. The added layer of systems 
performance accountability helped the Data Action 
Team reconcile data which did not reach the level 
of whole populations, but was representative of 
more than one specific program.  

The Data Action Team began with over100 pooled indicators from various sources that aligned 
with Framework result areas. The team spent several months identifying criteria to narrow the list 
to those included in the final Data Agenda. The following are the key criteria. 

Recognizing the Framework as Colorado’s shared vision for young 
children and families, the Data Action Team examined existing 
national and state data sources for indicators that would best align 
with the Framework’s results. 

Story Behind the Data: 

Proxy Power: Does the indicator say something of central importance 
to the result? 
Communication Power: Does the indicator communicate to a broad 
range of audiences? 
Data Power: Is quality data available on a timely basis? 

Local Availability 

Meeting the Tenets of  

4
https://clearimpact.com/results-based-accountability/  

5
http://earlychildhoodframework.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/ECLC-FRMWRK-062415-LORES.pdf 

6
https://clearimpact.com/results-based-accountability/ 

RBA 
6
 

Alignment with Framework
5
 

https://clearimpact.com/results-based-accountability/
https://clearimpact.com/results-based-accountability/
https://clearimpact.com/results-based-accountability/
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The Data Action Team requested the most recent, five-year data points for each indicator. In some cases, five years of data were 
not yet available. There was also variability in the range of years for which data were collected and available; dates for data for 
each indicator are included in each row. Targets have not yet been established for each of the indicators; they will be identified in 
2018. As such, this report can be considered a sound baseline for future measurement of progress. In addition, at this point in time, 
a general assessment has been made of whether each indicator is moving in the right direction. This assessment was based on data 
source (e.g., variable levels of precision of administrative data or surveys) and, when possible, statistical analysis. “Yes” indicates 
that movement is supportive of achieving the result. “No” indicates that movement is not supportive of achieving the result. “No 
change” indicates that the trend is steady. “No trend” indicates that additional years of data are needed to interpret the data. A 
results summary is also provided for high-level interpretation of progress on each result. 

7
SRD rates vary significantly among grades K, 1, 2, and 3; CDE also considers the % of children who move off SRD after being identified as a measure of improvement. 

8
Increases in this measure could indicate a higher prevalence of children with social-emotional issues AND/OR greater awareness by parents to pay attention to these issues. 

9
Colorado Department of Education's estimate assumes that all Colorado Preschool Program slots go toward four-year-olds, though some slots go toward younger children. Also, this assumes 

that CPP slots and Head Start slots are not combined, though funding may be blended. 

 The largest, most consistent gains in this result area have been demonstrated in preschool enrollment and full-day Kindergarten access. 

 Despite progress with enrollment, there has been a slight increase in children in Kindergarten through third grade with a significant reading 
deficiency. The percentage increase is slight, but considering population growth, the actual number of children is significant. 

 While overall trends are positive for children with social emotional, concentration, or behavioral concerns and screening in health care settings, the 
trends have been variable year to year. 

 Suspension data suggests that the actual percentage of children experiencing suspension has increased slightly. However, the number of children 
suspended has increased by nearly 25 percent. Also, given the impact of early suspension on later outcomes, an increase of 953 students is 
significant. 

Result:  

Children reach their developmental potential and are ready to succeed in school and life 

 Indicator Source, Years Used  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Supports 

Results? 

 

Percentage of children, Kindergarten-3rd grade who have a significant 

reading deficiency
7
  

Source: Colorado Department of Education/ Office of Literacy 2014-2017 

NA 14% 14% 15% 16% No 

Percentage of parents with children ages 1-8 who have concerns about 

child’s emotions, concentration, behavior or ability to get along with 

others
8 

Source: Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Child Health Survey 

2012-2016 

20% 12% 16% 15% 11% Yes 

 

Estimated number and percentage of 4-year olds eligible for Colorado 

Preschool Program or Head Start who were actually enrolled in either 

program
9 

Source: Colorado Department of Education/ Office of Early Learning and School 

Readiness 2012-2017 

55% 56% 57% 58% 62% Yes 

Percentage of children accessing full-day Kindergarten 

Source: Kids Count Colorado 2012-2017 
70% 70% 74% 76% 77% Yes 

Percentage of parents asked by a health care provider to fill out a 

questionnaire about development, communication, or social behavior 

Source: Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Child Health Survey 

2012-2016 

57% 55% 67% 56% 62% No change 

Colorado students receiving at least one out of school suspension, 

Kindergarten-3rd grade  

Source: Colorado Department of Education 2014-2017 

NA NA 
.01% 

(3,847) 

.02% 

(4,515) 

.02% 

(4,800) 
No 
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Overall, though there is still work to be done, this result area has made some movement in the right direction.  

https://www.cde.state.co.us/coloradoliteracy/readdatapipeline
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.cde.state.co.us/early
https://www.cde.state.co.us/early
https://www.coloradokids.org/data/kids-count-archive/2017-kids-count/
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.cde.state.co.us/cdereval/suspend-expelcurrent
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Result: Adults are knowledgeable, responsible, and interact effectively with and on behalf of children 

 Indicator Source, Years Used  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Short Term 

Trend 

 

Percentage of parents of children reporting poor mental health days in the 

past month  

Source: Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Behavioral Risk Factor 

Surveillance Survey, 2012-2016 

38% 38% 37% 39% 41% No 

Percentage of women who state that a doctor, nurse or health care provider 

talked with them about what to do if they felt depressed during or after 

pregnancy  

Source: Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Pregnancy Risk 

Assessment Measurement Survey, 2010-2014 

75% 77% 79% 78% 78% No change 

 

Percentage of professionals in PDIS working directly with young children at 

each level of the Early Childhood Professional Credential 

Source: Colorado Department of Education/ Office of Professional Development, 2017 

NA NA NA NA 

I 6% 

II 12% 

III 9% 

IV 4% 

V 1% 

None-

67% 

No trend 
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 Slightly more parents are reporting poor mental health over the past three years. This could indicate an increase in mental health concerns. However, 
this trend could also be viewed as positive if it reflects a greater degree of mental health awareness and reduction in stigma.. 

 Yet, there appears to be no change in the number of health care providers who are discussing pregnancy-related depression with pregnant women, 
though they may be screening. 

Overall, this result area has stayed about the same for the past 5 years. 

Result: Environments that impact children are safe, stable, and supportive 

 Indicator Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Support 

Result? 

 

Percentage of children in households spending more than 30% of 

their income on housing  

Source: American Community Survey, 2011-2015 

38% 36% 34% 32% 31% Yes 

Percentage of parents who report their neighborhood or community is 

usually or always safe for their child  

Source: Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Child Health 

Survey, 2011-2014 

 NA 95% 95% 95% 96% No change 

 

Percentage of families that quit a job, did not take a job or greatly 

changed a job because of problems with childcare  

Source: Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Child Health 

Survey, 2012-2016 

12% 11% 11% 9% 11% No change 

Percentage and number of licensed child care centers and preschools 

attaining a level 3-5 rating under Colorado Shines QRIS system 

Source: Colorado Department of Human Services/Colorado Shines, 2017 

NA NA NA NA 16% No trend 
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 Housing is a major determinant of economic stability. While the percentage of children in households spending more than 30 percent of their income 
on housing appears to be decreasing, nearly one-third of children live in households with housing challenges. This trend may reflect income recovery 
after the end of the recession (June 2009) but may face future negative pressure given Colorado’s rapidly rising housing costs. 

 Parent perception of neighborhood safety is high. However, this is an indicator for which differences may exist across income and race/ethnicity. 

 In terms of child care environments, more than 1 in 10 families experienced child care challenges that influenced their employment, and this trend is 
steady. 

 A trend had not yet been established for percentage of licensed child care centers and preschools with a 3-5 rating. The current measurement is 
based on the total of all licensed child care facilities and suggests time needed and challenges experienced by facilities in achieving high ratings. 

Overall, this result area has stayed about the same over the past 5 years.  

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/pregnancysurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/pregnancysurvey
https://www.cde.state.co.us/early/pdis
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.coloradoshines.com/
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Result: 

Localities and the state attain economic and social benefits by prioritizing children and families 

 Indicator Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Support  

Results? 

 
Percentage of living wages covered by 

minimum wage 
10 

Source: MIT Living Wage Calculator  

NA NA NA NA 70% No Trend 

 

Total state dollars funding the Colorado 

Preschool Program  

Source: Colorado Department of Education/ Office of 

Early Learning and School Readiness, 2012-2017 

$ 67,236, 788 $ 79,811, 309 $ 102,189, 794 $ 106,283, 804 $ 107,900, 426 Yes 

Progress on bills presented in the Colorado 

State Legislature to enact family-friendly 

workplace policies  

Source: Legislative Bill Tracking 

  NA   NA   NA  NA 2 No Trend 

Percentage and number of licensed child 

care slots compared to the overall population 

of 0-5-year-olds in the state  

Source: Colorado Department of Human Services 

  NA   NA   NA  NA 64% No Trend 
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10
MIT Living Wage Calculator, county level (http://livingwage.mit.edu/). Utilized the 2016 minimum wage of $8.31, not the 2017 minimum wage of $9.30. Figures only change with updated mini-

mum wage. Note this is for 1 adult; percentages change if there are more household members (children and/or additional adult).  

 Funding to the Colorado Preschool Program has increased by 60 percent over a five year period. This could be related to the increase of eligible 
children enrolling in preschool that was observed in the first result. 

 At this time, we have no trend for ratio of child care slots to children or living wage. However, in nearly one-third of cases at this time, minimum wage 
is insufficient to provide a living wage and the current number of licensed child care slots does not provide for all children in Colorado. Established 
targets will be helpful in evaluating the child care data. 

 Relatively few bills were introduced to enact family-friendly workplace policies.  

Overall, we will know more about this result as data trends become available, but pre-Kindergarten investment is 

moving in the right direction.  

http://livingwage.mit.edu/states/08
https://www.cde.state.co.us/early/pdis
https://www.cde.state.co.us/early/pdis
https://www.coloradoshines.com/
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The Data Agenda and other Colorado efforts have contributed greatly to the ability to use 
national, state, and local performance and population indicators to measure progress. However, 
there are several limitations and challenges that continuously influence efforts of early childhood 
leaders in Colorado. 

Early childhood leaders are asking important questions about children and families in Colorado. 
The data that currently exist are often helpful in learning something about the status of young 
children and families, but may not provide answers needed to guide prioritization or 
programming. 

Limited ability of the data to measure what is meaningful and useful 

Many of the data sources used for the Shared Data Agenda collect sufficient data to 
provide state-level estimates and, occasionally, estimates for more heavily populated areas 
of Colorado. However, deriving local-level estimates, especially for population-level data, 
is often challenging due to small sample sizes. 

Limited local-level data 

Early childhood leaders often have limited time and resources and seeking out and analyzing 
data can be challenging. In some cases, data can be found online. However, in many cases, 
political or privacy barriers prevent access. Also, limited capacity of data owners to do 
further analysis of raw data can be a barrier. 

Barriers to obtaining the data 

While quantitative data provide a starting point for measuring outcomes, these data exist 
within a context that can be better understood through the lived experience of those impacted 
by the data through mixed methods such as interviews, stories, or even images. 

Limitations of quantitative data 

With the limitations and challenges of existing data in mind, an important component of this 
process was initiating a Data Development Agenda. RBA defines this as “measures for which you 
might want to invest resources to develop quality data that would be available on a timely 
basis”. In some cases, existing indicators or data collection methods may not go far enough to 
answer important questions with sufficient precision to inform early childhood efforts. In other 
cases, the data to answer relevant questions does not exist. The Data Action Team has begun to 
identify these gaps and acknowledges this must be done in concert with additional partners. The 
team will continue this work into 2018 with the intention of elevating a Data Development 
Agenda to high-level leadership and policy-makers for partnership. 

 The number of counties/school districts providing fully funded, full-day 
Kindergarten. 

 Accurate preschool suspension and expulsion rates. 

 Enhanced early childhood workforce data (e.g. wages, recruitment rates, 
degree attainment, etc.) 

Data gaps that have already been identified for follow up include: 
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Alliance for Kids11, El Paso County’s Early Childhood Council (AFK), has utilized the Data Agenda for their own purposes, 
locally. Their efforts demonstrate how one community has answered the questions prompted at the beginning of this report: 

 How can a shared set of indicators help early childhood partners improve outcomes for 

children and families in Colorado? 

 How does the process of identifying shared indicators apply to your efforts? 

 Are there areas of the shared data agenda that you impact with your work? 

 Are there other, local indicators that you could access that would better measure your 

collaborative work? 

AFK began an RBA process in 2016. Like many organizations, AFK had identified results and strategies in alignment with the 
Framework. Programming such as the Pyramid Plus Approach and Colorado Shines were already in place at AFK as 
appropriate “strategies.” Further, AFK’s strategic plan was designed to track measurable results, many of which reflected 
desired program outcomes, which could be translated into performance measures in the RBA approach. However, 
identification of population-level indicators of success was more challenging. 
 
When the ECCP released the Data Agenda, including population-level indicators, it was perfect timing for AFK. An ECCP 
capacity building grant also supported this alignment. Through technical support from the ECCP and Clear Impact12, AFK 
began to build an RBA Scorecard 13 that would operationalize, clarify, and help sustain an RBA approach in alignment with 
the best population-level indicator data available in Colorado. The scorecard can now be found on the AFK website.14 The 
web-based scorecard allows AFK to share this information with external stakeholders such as funders, community partners, 
and community members.  It is an excellent tool for presenting program data and conveying their strategic plan at quarterly 
Council meetings. AFK looks forward to each key staff member having a hands-on role in the regular use of the scorecard. 
 
AFK applied a process of identifying shared indicators to measure their progress on strategic plan goals and share that 
progress with the community. While they drew population-level indicators from the Data Agenda, they chose to use their 
own, local data for performance measures. 

12
 https://clearimpact.com/results-based-accountability/ 

13
 https://clearimpact.com/scorecard/ 

14
 http://www.allianceforkids.org/ 

http://www.allianceforkids.org/
https://clearimpact.com/results-based-accountability/
https://clearimpact.com/scorecard/
http://www.allianceforkids.org/
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This is a first step in the ECCP Data Action Team’s efforts to improve access to and quality of early childhood data. 
Necessary next steps identified by the Data Action Team for 2018 include: 

 

Shared Data Agenda 

Outreach to State and 

Local Partners 

 Conduct shared data agenda outreach to state and local partners. 

 Provide capacity building grants to state and local partners to incorporate the Data Agenda or 

the shared indicators process into their work; identify or develop technical assistance to 

support this effort. 

 Track and disseminate utilization of the Data Agenda to promote collective learning. 

Data Agenda 

Refinement and 

Communications 

 Initiate long-term tracking and reporting of the shared data agenda indicators; streamline the 

ability to pull together data across agencies and sources and promote further alignment 

across agencies regarding the data collected. 

 Adopt or identify meaningful, achievable targets for each indicator. 

 Conduct further analysis of data specific to disproportionately impacted groups for greater 

specificity in measurement of outcomes. 

 Develop and disseminate briefs on specific indicators, result areas, or other topics of interest 

for network distribution. 

Data Development 

Agenda 

 Identify data gaps and needs, and develop strategies to address them through a more robust 

data development agenda 

 Advocate for these strategies with data owners and other leadership. 

Foster Data-Driven 

Collaborative Efforts 

 Support the ECCP Steering Committee and Data Action Team to more deeply implement 

quality improvement processes using data across within the full ECCP network. 

 

 Support the ECCP Steering Committee and Data Action Team to reinforce bridges with data 

efforts through the Early Childhood Leadership Commission, Early Childhood Council 

Leadership Alliance, and local agencies. 

The Shared Data Agenda was a first step in improving access to and quality of early childhood data. Necessary next steps identified 
by the Data Action Team for 2018 include: 
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 Fostering and developing new data sources. For example, the Colorado Department 
of Public Health and Environment has initiated Healthy eMoms, a new Maternal and Child 
Health surveillance system, which will capture maternal attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors 
shortly before, during, and three years following the birth of a child. There may be new 
data available to measure both the CHILD and RELATIONSHIPS results of the framework in 
a more meaningful way.  

 Considering options for collecting new data from existing data sources. Some of 
the data sources used to develop the shared data agenda are adaptable. New questions 
can be added, such as those from the Colorado Child Health Survey and the Colorado 
Behavioral Risk Factors Surveillance Survey. Additional questions could be developed to 
better measure outcomes. 

 Considering other data sources not currently represented in agenda. There may 
be other data sources to consider in measuring the Framework results. For example, 
Medicaid serves a broad population of young children in Colorado. Aggregate Medicaid 
data are not representative of the entire Colorado population, but do measure a 
population that is disproportionately impacted by poor child outcomes.  

 Addressing challenges in accessing the data, including local challenges. Data 
has little utility if it is inaccessible or unavailable. Additionally, issues regarding data 
suppression and privacy need to be addressed in order to ensure data are available for 
decision-making while still maintaining confidentiality. 

Additional efforts that may be needed to support a Data Development Agenda to 

improve early childhood data include: 
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Colorado Department of Education, Office of Literacy  

https://www.cde.state.co.us/coloradoliteracy/readdatapipeline 

 

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, Child Health Survey  

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey 

 

Colorado Department of Education, Office of Early Learning and School Readiness  

https://www.cde.state.co.us/early 

 

Kids Count Colorado  

https://www.coloradokids.org/data/kids-count-archive/2017-kids-count/ 

 

Colorado Department of Education School View  

https://www.cde.state.co.us/cdereval/suspend-expelcurrent 

 

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance 

Survey 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey 

 

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, Pregnancy Risk Assessment 

Monitoring System 

https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/pregnancysurvey 

 

Colorado Department of Education, Office of Professional Development Professional 

Development Information System  

https://www.cde.state.co.us/early/pdis 

 

American Community Survey 

https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/ 

 

Colorado Department of Human Services, Office of Early Childhood, Colorado Shines  

https://www.coloradoshines.com/ 

 

MIT Living Wage Calculator  

http://livingwage.mit.edu/states/08  

https://www.cde.state.co.us/coloradoliteracy/readdatapipeline
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.cde.state.co.us/early
https://www.coloradokids.org/data/kids-count-archive/2017-kids-count/
https://www.cde.state.co.us/cdereval/suspend-expelcurrent
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/behaviorsurvey
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/pregnancysurvey
https://www.cde.state.co.us/early/pdis
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/
https://www.coloradoshines.com/
http://livingwage.mit.edu/states/08
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